ADMISSION NOTICE (B. Tech. & B. Arch.) 2016-17

The Admission in B. Tech. & B. Arch. programmes for the session 2016-17 of Jamia Millia Islamia will be based on the scores of JEE (Main) - 2016 conducted by CBSE.

All aspiring candidates for admission to Jamia Millia Islamia are hereby informed to appear in JEE Main-2016. The website is www.jeemain.nic.in.

In addition to appearing in JEE main-2016 exam, the candidates are required to submit an online admission form of Jamia Millia Islamia available on JMI website (http://jmi.ac.in/admissions) from 10th December 2015 to 31st January 2016.

Jamia Millia Islamia will give admission strictly as per merit of JEE (Main)-2016 score and admission norms & reservation policy of the University.

The candidates appearing in JEE (Main)-2016 and submitting the online admission form of Jamia will ONLY be considered for admission to B. Tech. & B. Arch. programmes.

Dated: 08.12.2015

Registrar